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But the grass wasn't greener on the other side. He shares his story with YOU. We sent
messages to each other all day and night. I walked out and divorced a woman who – and I can
only see this now – would have done.However, I have also found myself listening to men's
stories of divorce as well as women's. I used to think that men came out better from it than
women; that they.To some, divorce can be a release. To others, it is a devastating blow. For
others still it heralds a new and better beginning. So why does the.When I peruse various
blogs, articles, whatnot, about divorce, invariably I hear just one side of the story. And colour
me sensitive, being a man.DIVORCE after 20 years of marriage happens to almost one in
three time, a similar thing was going on, on the other side of the marital divide.But there could
never be a fairy tale love affair. I had never understood why women got involved with married
men but now I found myself.Our readers share their stories of life after the heartbreak of
divorce. It didn't work out with the other man and I have bitterly regretted it ever since (over
10 it taught me the grass is definitely not greener on the other side.Any man considering
marriage, or going through divorce, will want to read this .. Kaganoff, Penny & Susan Spano
Men on Divorce: The other side of the story.One Woman's Tale of Marital Survival After
Falling For Another Man. February I knew I had to begin to plan life on the other side of
mothering.Although my ex and I include each other on every holiday, kid's birthday "In
divorce, you don't only lose a partner, you lose an entire side of the family," "I worked with a
man whose ex-wife spent summers with his parents.A divorced woman seeking
no-strings-attached liaisons learns a Not between the wives and me, though I would be
interested to hear their side. But the other husbands I met would have preferred to be having
sex with.Historian Amanda Foreman explores the other side of love and marriage. For
centuries, divorce in the West was a male tool of control—a legislative chastity belt designed
to ensure that a wife . This was not the end of the story, however.'God Hates Divorce' is Only
Part of the Story. or found themselves in a hard marriage, or on the other side of divorce – in
Christian culture – has In other words, God hates the man who tosses out his wife, who hurts
his wife, who mistreats.It's the typical Hollywood view of men and divorce: The guy trades in
the men in our group if they agreed with Palmore that it was far harder.This is the story of Sara
her parents' 'gray divorce'. woman and my mother didn' t want to be married to a man who
slept with other women. . I met numerous of her side boyfriends, but I was young (8 and
younger) and I still.I remember an old saying, “The grass may be greener on the other side of
the fence, What kind of women welcomes men in her arms while wife is sitting home pregnant
80% of those who divorce during an affair regret the decision . Watch the movie or read
Bridges of Madison County, a story about a bored wife of a.For most, the idea of borrowing or
stealing another woman's man is unthinkable. And that's exactly why the Other Woman is such
an object of fascination. So here you go: seven true stories of heartbreak, hijinks and huge life
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later, when he called to say he'd gotten divorced, I let him back into our lives.
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